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Mobile and Touchless Access Products a Necessity in the New Era 

dormakaba’s solutions create ideal, healthier environment 

INDIANAPOLIS – JUNE 11, 2020  – The coronavirus has drastically changed personal and professional 
views and expectations about cleanliness in buildings and high traffic environments. Convenient, reliable 
and safe for both the properties and visitors, dormakaba's Mobile Access Solutions and Touchless Access 
Solutions are excellent choices to reduce hand-to-door contact in high contact public areas such as 
healthcare facilities, restaurants, schools, offices and restrooms. They offer contactless, barrier-free and 
user-friendly access that assure secure entry, minimize high frequency touchpoints, and reduce the 
spread of germs. 

Simplified Mobile Solutions Add to the Guest Experience 
dormakaba’s Mobile Access Solutions are touchless, secure, end-to-end mobile credential applications 
utilizing Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), the preferred communication technology for dormakaba mobile 
enabled RFID locks. Its BLE Ilco and Saflok RFID locks are the basis for a simplified transition to reliable 
mobile access. Properties can issue and manage keys on mobile devices to access rooms so visitors only 
touch their smartphone to check in, check out, ride the elevator or enter their apartment, pool or 
common area. dormakaba RFID locks currently in use can be converted to BLE.  
  
Automatic Openings Offer Safe, Barrier-Free Access 
dormakaba solutions can transform any manual opening door into an automatic opening.  

Low Energy Swing Door Operators can be used in new construction or retrofit onto existing doors. 
dormakaba’s swing doors are designed for high traffic and heavy-duty use. Self-learning microprocessor 
controls adjust swing door speed for smooth opening and closing. Automatics function in low-energy or 
full-power mode. 

Automatic Sliding Doors Operators are designed with attractive framing and sleek styles that offer 
unobstructed views and allow natural light into a building. dormakaba’s sliding doors create easy hands-
free access with a silent and smooth door opening. dormakaba doors are tested for one-million cycles in 
harsh weather.  

Touchless Actuators deliver effortless operation for access control, door automation, alerts, and 
handicap accessibility. dormakaba’s RCI switches provide functional control with a selection of options 
for momentary release, maintained release, time-delay, or emergency release. For increased operator 
flexibility, switches can be mounted as a remote switch and/or located at the door. 

Expert Mobile and Touchless Access Consulting & Services 
dormakaba’s Mobile and Touchless Access Programs can be tailored to meet any building’s needs and 
simplify adoption. Our service team can conduct site visits for compatibility, offer touchless activation 
packages and perform free existing equipment general health check. Contact dormakaba for a free 
consultation to learn more about how to integrate mobile and touchless access solutions into any 
property. 
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About dormakaba  
dormakaba is one of the top three companies in the global market for access and security solutions. 
With strong brands such as Dorma and Kaba in our portfolio, we are a single source for products, 
solutions, and services related to doors and secure access to buildings and rooms.  With around 16,000 
employees and numerous cooperation partners, we are active in over 130 countries. dormakaba is 
headquartered in Rümlang (Zurich/Switzerland) and generates an annual turnover of over CHF 2 billion. 

SIX Swiss Exchange: DOKA (formerly: KABN / KABNE) Further information at www.dormakaba.us. 

 

CONTACT: 

dormakaba       

Phone: +1.317.806.3874 

Email: pr.amer@dormakaba.com  

www.dormakaba.us 

 

 


